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OECD
Summary conclusions and recommendations (OECD)
The challenge of leadership is to improve the quality of current leadership
and to make it sustainable over time. In most countries, the leadership
Workforce is ageing and large numbers of school leaders will retire
over the next five to ten years. At a time of high demographic turnover
in school leaders, education systems need to focus on fostering future
leaders and making leadership an attractive profession. Some evidence
indicates that while the large workload of principals is in itself a deterring
factor to potential applicants, individuals are also discouraged by the fact
that this workload does not seem to be adequately remunerated and
supported. Other important factors having a negative impact on motivation
for principalship are uncertain recruitment procedures and the scarcity of
career development prospects for principals. Acting on these levers can
contribute to recruit competent people into the profession and provide
incentives for high performance for current and future leadership.
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OECD
Recommendations:
1. Professionalise
recruitment
2. Focus on the relative
attractiveness of
school leaders’
salaries
3. Acknowledge the role
of professional
organisations of
school leaders
4. Provide options and
support for career
development

Issues (the most
important &
interesting for the
Uk/Federation)
Challenges
Implementation
Strategies

Examples
based on
how policies
to improve
school
leadership
have/have
not been
implemented
in UK
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Demographics
Percentage of teachers in each grade

Heads
40
35
30
25

Deputies and Assistants

Classroom and others

Average age of first
headship:
• Primary 42
• Secondary 45

20
15
10
5
0
Under
25

25-29

30-34

35-39

40-44

45-49

50-54

55-59 60 and
over

Source: DCSF
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Perceptions of headship
Middle leaders

Assistant/
Deputy Heads

Job satisfaction
New challenges

Headteachers
(decision to
apply/ leave)

Headteachers
(general
motivation)
Dynamic role

Make a difference

Collegiality

Governors
support risks

Shared values

High standards

×Less pupil contact
×Stress
×Personal
×Less teaching
priorities

impact
×Administration ×Little
on school
×Inspection/
×Lack of challenge
accountability
×Restricted
×Negative
media image

autonomy
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Re-advertisements
40%
35%
30%
25%
Primary
20%

Secondary
Special

15%
10%

• Trend
increasing over
time
• Recent
improvements
for secondaries
• Recent
difficulties for
specials

5%
0%
1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Source: Hay
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‘Hard to fill’ posts

Likely factors
• Location
• Faith
• Deprivation
• Performance (at
both ends of the
spectrum)
Possible factors
• Urban location
• Small schools
Source: Hay
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Most schools finding it hard to
recruit are “average”
• 75% of ‘hard to recruit’ primary vacancies
are in community schools outside high
cost Government Office Regions
• We need a system-wide response not just
a targeted one
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The ‘supply’ side
Survey in November of 20,200 NPQH graduates, 39% of whom were now Heads

Of the remainder, 3000 said they had active ambitions for headship:
47% had already applied
for headship
29% intended to apply
within 1 year
21% intended to apply
in over 1 year
Their support requirements:
Interview skills
Mentoring
Coaching
Internships
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Strategic response
GB, LA,
etc. give
good
support

more use of
Trusts,
Federations

positive
stories
about
headship
remodelled
and
distributed
leadership
talent and career
management

paths to
earlier
leadership

talented
staff get on
rapidly

headship
seen to
be
positive

improved
ambition
and
quality

more
NPQH
holders
seek
headship

collaborative
growing of
leaders

more
women
seek
leadership

adequate
supply

better
recruitment
in difficult
areas
more BME
aspirants

enough good
leaders in the
right places

pensions
support
retention

better
retention

fewer
good HTs
retire early

sustainable
use of leaders
by Govt &
LAs

governors’
recruitment
effective &
open
better
support
from
governors
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•Trainee Heads
•Fast Track
•Future Leaders
•Redesigned NPQH
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Diversity
“We, the following organisations, agree to work
together to increase the diversity of school leaders
in order to make full use of the talents of all
members of the workforce. Our first priorities will be
gender and ethnicity. We will also consider
disability, sexual orientation, age and religious
belief.”
National College for School Leadership,
Training & Development Agency for Schools,
General Teaching Council for England,
London Centre for Leadership in Learning,
National Union of Teachers,
Association of Teachers and Lecturers,
National Association of Head Teachers,
Specialist Schools and Academies Trust,
National Governors’ Association,
The Church of England Education Service ,
The Catholic Education Service.
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The Challenge
• The succession planning
system will need to be driven
at national, local and school
level.
• There are many
attractive elements of the
role:
- personal satisfaction
- making a difference to
pupils and community
- developing colleagues.
• Some aspects of role
are unattractive:
- overload & stress
- level of scrutiny
- breadth & complexity
- lack of support.
But perceptions can be
shifted via:
- re-design & flexible
working
- support for accountability
- increased mentoring and
coaching
- talking up headship.

• Ageing population and increased early
retirement.
• Dip in number of leaders aged 30-50.
• Need to accelerate both middle and
senior leaders towards headship.

SHIFTS IN
EDUCATION SECTOR

Perceptions

Quality
issues

Demographics

LOCAL
SOLUTIONS
Supply
and
demand
Career
pathways

GLOBAL WORKFORCE
TRENDS

• Re-design of NPQH and other development
paths to ensure high calibre leaders.
• Recruiting processes can be improved to
reduce re-advertisement and encourage
wider representation.

• Heads have more power
but sharper accountability.
• More shared leadership.
• New models of leadership
generally not part of
recruitment decisions.

• Profiles and quantities of
leaders vary by location
and type of school.
• 75% hard-to-fill vacancies
in ordinary schools.
• Mismatch of supply
interests and demand.
needs – hotspots exist
where the challenge is
particularly acute
• Excessive early retirement
contributes to demand
challenge.
• Later child birth impacts on
progression for women
• Flexible working & portfolio careers
• NQT average age = 30
• Teaching 1st choice for career
switchers
• Career shifts = transferable skills
• The standard pathway to headship is long,
but opportunities to accelerate exist.
• Potential leaders usually not guided through
career moves that provide development.
• Few cross-school processes exist to match
potential leaders to appropriate roles.
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19 National Succession Consultants (NSCs):
• Additional to 9 fte Regional Leaders
• Support and challenge local areas to develop and
implement strategy and action
• Support groups/ types of schools facing common issues
• Share good practice within and between areas
• Provide expert advice
• Develop “local leadership succession consultants”
• Ensure each area informs NCSL about progress, risks
and barriers and collects and shares data
• Support evaluation of impact
• Inspire local groups of leaders, governors and others
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OECD
Discussion questions:
1.What is the experience in your country with
professionalising recruitment practices? Are there systematic
processes for succession planning in school leadership?
What measures have been taken to widen the pool of
candidates and to provide guidelines for recruitment
processes? What stands in the way of better practice in these
areas? How can these obstacles be overcome?
2.What experience is there in your country with efforts to
establish (relatively) equitable and attractive pay scales for
school leadership, and what have been the results? In an era
of intense competition for resources and economic
uncertainty, what can be done to strengthen the policy appeal
of improving school leaders’salaries?
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OECD
Discussion questions:
3.–
4.What experience is there in your country with
alternatives to lifetime contracts for school leaders?
With providing more interesting and challenging
career structures for school leaders? How are such
initiatives working? What conditions would need to
be in place to make such initiatives feasible and
effective?
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